Kindergarten-2nd
Inside this book, families will
find fun, mischief-making math
problems to tackle―math that
isn't just kid-friendly, but
actually kid-appealing. With
over 100 math riddles on topics
from jalapeños and submarines
to roller coasters and flamingos,
this book bursts with math that
looks nothing like school.

J 513.2 OveL
Kids can have fun keeping up
with our rapidly changing
planet with the world's bestselling almanac for kids, packed
with incredible photos, tons of
fun facts, crafts, activities, and
fascinating features about
animals, science, nature,
technology, conservation, and
more.

J031.02 National 2021
Dragons love tacos. They love
chicken tacos, beef tacos, great
big tacos, and teeny tiny tacos.
So if you want to lure a bunch of
dragons to your party, you
should definitely serve tacos.
Buckets and buckets of tacos.
Unfortunately, where there are
tacos, there is also salsa. And if a
dragon accidentally eats spicy
salsa . . . oh, boy. You're in redhot trouble.

P RubA
Kids will learn all about the night
sky, from the moon to
constellations to planets, in this
new National Geographic Reader.
The level 2 text provides
accessible, yet wide-ranging
information for beginning readers.

E 520 DriS

With 160 pages of illustrated
maps, engaging infographics,
mind-blowing photography
and a large dose of humour,
this is the atlas that shows
kids what the world is really
like. Touching on popular
culture, sports and school
life, this will bring the world
to life for kids aged 8 and up.

J912 Lonely
The morning sun blares
through your window like a
million brass trumpets.It sits
and shines behind your head-like a crown. Mommy says that
today, you are going to be the
King of Kindergarten! Starting
kindergarten is a big
milestone--and the hero of this
story is ready to make his
mark! He's dressed himself,
eaten a pile of pancakes, and
can't wait to be part of a whole
new kingdom of kids.

Available For Hold
Charles Henry Turner's mind
itched with questions.
Fascinated by animals, bugs,
and crustaceans, Turner
studied their lives. When
books didn't answer his
questions, he researched,
experimented, and looked for
answers on his own, even
when faced with racial
prejudice.

JB Turner HarJ

Ivy and Bean are very different. Bean is
loud and wild and goofy. She loves to be
involved in games and poke her nose in
other people's business. Ivy is quiet and
full of ideas. She spends most of her
time learning how to be a witch. Each
girl thinks the other one is weird. Each
girl thinks she could never be friends
with the other. But sometimes opposites
can become the best of friends because
they're opposites!

JF Ivy + Bean First Chapter

Anyone can get involved in
gathering data for ongoing,
actual scientific studies such as
the Audubon Bird Count and
FrogWatch USA. Just get out
into a field, urban park, or your
own backyard. You can put
your nose to a monarch pupa or
listen for raucous frog calls.
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This series is part of
Scholastic's early chapter
book line.Uh-oh, Animal
Town is in trouble! Meanie
King Viking has created a
dreaded robot army to spread
No Fun across the land. On
top of that, he has stolen the
happiest and most fun animal
ever, Singing Dog. There is
only one person who can save
the day -- Super Rabbit Boy!

JF PressStart First Chapter

Kindergarten-2nd
With 9 Stories in 1, the fun never
ends! What Should Danny Do? is
an innovative, interactive book
that empowers kids with the
understanding that their choices
will shape their days, and
ultimately their lives into what
they will be. Written in a
"Choose Your Own Story" style,
the book follows Danny, a
Superhero-in-Training.

When Carmela wakes up on her
birthday, she's finally old enough to
join her big brother as he does the
family errands. At the Laundromat
Carmela finds a lone dandelion
growing in the pavement. But
before she can blow its white fluff
away, her brother tells her she has
to make a wish. If only she can think
of just the right wish to make . . .

P LevG Manners

P DeLM

From Hong Kong to Reykjavik, this
beautifully illustrated, fact-filled
adventure book will take curious
kids on a lush and unexpected
journey around the globe to
discover what makes each place
unique. All you and your child need
is a good travel guide and a big
imagination. Let's go!

PJ030 MarM
Zuri's hair has a mind of its
own. It kinks, coils, and curls
every which way. Zuri knows
it's beautiful. When Daddy
steps in to style it for an extra
special occasion, he has a lot
to learn. But he LOVES his
Zuri, and he'll do anything to
make her -- and her hair -happy.

P CheM
Annemarie and her clever
classmates have to draw sets of
twelve and use their imagination
to come up with creative
solutions. Young readers will
delight in the counting game
while learning the basics of
multiplication. Star cartoonist
Ivan Brunetti’s ingenious and
fun-to-read comic turns
everyone into a math whiz!

E BruI Graphic Novel
Ixchel wants to follow in the
long tradition of weaving on
back strap looms, just as her
mother, grandmother, and
most Mayan women have
done for more than two
thousand years. Written in
both Spanish and English
young readers will enjoy the
story of this billangual read.

P MarL Spanish

There are many reasons to
feel different. Maybe it's
how you look or talk, or
where you're from; maybe
it's what you eat, or
something just as random.
It's not easy to take those
first steps into a place where
nobody really knows you
yet, but somehow you do it.

P WooJ
You will start the book by brushing
up on some common Minecraft
language and examining each of the
four game modes: survival, creative,
adventure, and spectator. Then,
you’ll use this knowledge to venture
off onto the six different quests
that encourage child and adult
participation. For each Lab,
complete the hands-on activity in
art, craft, or design, then build a
related in-game project..

J793.932 MilJ
Set off on a fun adventure for early
readers in the Geronimo Stilton
Kingdom of Fantasy series. With
pictures and highlighted words,
early readers will feel engaged
flipping through this series.
"I knew from the start that it was
no ordinary day, but I certainly
didn't expect to find a golden
staircase in my attic. Up at the top,
there was a door. And beyond the
door was a world I never could
have imagined --"

JF Geronimo First Chapter

Perfect for budding geologists ages 6–
9, this colorful reference book delves
into more than 100 different types of
rocks, minerals, gemstones, crystals,
and fossils, explaining what each one
is, how it’s formed, and how it’s been
utilized throughout history.
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